




(Conditional Doxastic Logic) for modelling both belief and knowledge in a multi-agent
setting. The essential feature of beliefs is that they arerevisable whenever the agent
learns new information. To capture the revisable nature of beliefs,CDL contains the
conditional belief operator Beli (CjB ), the meaning of which is that agent i would believe
C in case she learntB . Thus, the connective is employed to represent how an agent would
react in response to an hypothetical situation: if the agent were to learnB , she would
believe that C held in the state of the world before the act of learning B . For this reason
Baltag and Smets qualify this logic as \static" in contrast to \dynamic" epistemic logic,
where the very act of learning (by some form of announcement) may change the agent’s
beliefs. The logicCDL in itself is used as the basic formalism to study further dynamic
extensions of epistemic logics, determined by several kinds of epistemic/doxastic actions.

The logic of conditional belief has also been signi�cantly employed in game theory
(Stalnaker, 1998). This logic is suitable to describe game models, i.e. idealizedstatic
models which represent games. In this setting, the operators of simple belief and knowl-
edge account for a player’s doxastic and epistemic attitudes, whereas the conditional
belief operator is employed to represent the choices a player maintains as possible at
a certain stage, i.e. the strategies a player would apply in response to other player’s
choices.

More generally, the conditional belief operator is suited to represent the states of
belief an agent would form in response to an hypothetical situation; thus,CDL is able to
give a complete representation of an agent’s epistemic and doxastic attitudes at a given
moment of time. Notice that both unconditional beliefs and knowledge can be de�ned in
CDL : Beli B (agent i believesB ) as Beli (B j> ), K i B (agent i knows B ) as Beli (?j: B ),
the latter meaning that i considers impossible (inconsistent) to learn: B . In order to
illustrate the di�erence between the conditional belief operator Beli (B jA) and the simple
belief operator Beli (A � B ), consider the following (modi�ed) example from Stalnaker
(1998). Let agent i have the belief that Jones is a coward, formalized asBeli C(j ). Now,
we want to express the fact that if the agent is to learn that Jones has been sent to
battle, he would no longer believe that he is a coward (since only brave men are sent
to battle). If we expressed this fact with the simple belief operator we would end up in
a contradiction, because from: Beli (S(j ) � C(j )) we conclude : Beli C(j ). However, if
we express it as: Beli (C(j )jS(j )), we do not end up in contradiction, since : Beli C(j )
cannot be derived (this can be veri�ed using either the axiom system in Subsection 2.1
or the sequent calculus in Section 3).

The axiomatization of the operator Beli in CDL internalises the well-known AGM
postulates of belief revision2. This is something we include, without modi�cation, in our
treatment. However, di�erently from what has been previously done in the literature,
we provide a semantics forCDL based onneighbourhoodmodels. These models are often
used in the interpretation of non-normal modal logics; in the present setting they can
be seen as a multi-agent generalization of Lewis’ sphere models for counterfactual logics.
In these models to each worldx and agent i is associated a setI i (x) of nested sets of

2We cannot mention here the vast literature on the relation between belief revision, conditional logics,
the Ramsey Test, and G•ardenfors Triviality Result.
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worlds; each set� 2 I i (x) represents, so to say, a relevant piece of information that can
be used to establish the truth of an epistemic/doxastic statement. We provide a direct
completeness proof of the axiomatization forCDL with respect to our semantics.

In the literature the semantic interpretation of CDL is usually de�ned in terms of
epistemic plausibility models, where to each agenti is associated an equivalence relation
� i and a well-founded pre-order� i on worlds. The former relation models knowledge and
is used to interpret epistemic indistinguishability of states, whereas the latter relation
models conditional belief. To this aim, the relation assesses the relative plausibility of
worlds according to an agenti ; then, it holds that gent i believesB conditionally on A
in a world x if B holds in the most plausible worldsaccessible fromx in which A holds,
the \most plausible worlds" for an agent i being the � i -minimal ones. This semantic
approach has been dominant in the studies ofCDL ; in addition to Board (2004) and
Baltag and Smets (2008), we mention works by Pacuit (2013), van Ditmarsch et al.
(2008) and Demey (2011).

We prove that the semantics de�ned in terms of neighbourhood models is equivalent
to the one de�ned with epistemic plausibility models. This result does not come as totally
unexpected: for the mono-agent case, it was suggested by Board (2004), Pacuit (2013)
and Marti et al. (2013), based on an old result about the correspondence between partial
orders and Alexandro� topologies (Alexandro�, 1937). We detail the correspondence for
the multi-agent case. We argue that neighbourhood models provide by themselves a terse
interpretation of the epistemic and doxastic modalities, abstracting away the relational
information speci�ed in plausibility models. Moreover, it is worth noticing that in these
models the interpretation of unconditional beliefs and knowledge results in the standard
universal/existential neighbourhood modalities.

Up to this moment, the logic CDL has been studied only from a semantic point of
view, and no proof system or calculus has been given. Our main goal is to provide
one. On the basis of neighbourhood semantics we develop a labelled sequent calculus,
called G3CDL , following the general methodology of Negri (2005) to develop labelled
calculi for modal logics. Similarly to Negri and Olivetti (2015), the calculus G3CDL
makes use of world and neighbourhood labels, thereby importing the semantics, limited
to the essential, into the syntax. In G3CDL , each connective is handled by symmetric
left/right rules, whereas the properties of neighbourhood models are handled by ad-
ditional rules independent of the language ofCDL . The resulting calculus is analytic
and enjoys strong proof-theoretical properties, the most important being admissibility
of cut and contraction, which we prove syntactically. We show that the adoption of a
standard strategy for the calculusG3CDL provides a decision procedure forCDL . We
also prove the semantic completeness of the calculus: it is possible to extract from a
failed derivation a �nite countermodel of the initial formula. This result combined with
the soundness of the calculus yields a constructive proof of the �nite model property of
CDL .

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the logicCDL , an axiom-
atization, and neighbourhood models for it. In Section 3 we give the rules of sequent
calculus G3CDL , and in Section 4 we provide proofs of soundness, termination and
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